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stretchable materials for wearable elec-
tronics,[1,2] including a diversity of mate-
rials such as flexible semiconductors,[3] 
or flexible meta-materials,[4] for instance, 
giving place to a plethora of unforeseen 
applications.[5] New advances in small-scale 
soft robots,[6] and particularly in stretch-
able electronic skin,[7] are driving new 
fields like functional neural interfaces,[8] 
and implantable bioelectronics.[9] With a 
growing worldwide forecast market, which 
will exceed 200 billion dollars per year by 
2027,[10] flexible and stretchable electronic 
and wearable technologies constitute a new 
paradigm in the materials science era. Most 
of these technologies rely on organic mate-
rials,[2,11] including shape memory poly-
mers.[12] Nevertheless, in a recent road map 
in this field,[8] the key points for electrical 
connectors or electrode materials were well 
identified: exceptional electrical conduc-

tivity, high stretchability, long-term functionality, the ability to 
withstand high stresses, and the capability of working with low 
cross-sectional area. While polymers and metals currently used 
in flexible technologies exhibit several drawbacks (for instance 
low electrical conductivity in polymers and low stretching capa-
bilities in metals), shape memory alloys (SMAs),[13] could fulfill 
all the above requirements. Indeed, Cu-based SMAs have an 
extremely high electrical conductivity, 107 S m−1,[14] close to pure 
copper and silver (6 × 107 S m−1).[15] Thanks to the superelastic 
behavior,[13] network-shaped devices designed with SMAs will 
be dramatically stretchable and their superelastic functionality 
could exceed 107 cycles,[16] withstanding stresses above 100 MPa 
even at small scale.[17,18] Then, SMAs could be excellent candi-
dates to be used as electrical connectors in flexible electronic 
devices, provided that the last requirement could be fulfilled, 
this means that the above properties would be exhibited in a very 
low cross-sectional area, down to 1 µm2 section or even less.

Among different families of SMAs, Ti-Ni is the most wide-
spread SMA but shows a loss of reversibility during super-
elastic effect at small scale,[19] while, on the contrary, Cu-Al-Ni 
SMAs exhibit a good reproducible superelastic behavior at the 
nanoscale,[17,18] even after long-term cycling.[20,21] However, 
until now, Cu-Al-Ni has been the only Cu-based SMA family 
tested for superelasticity at nanoscale,[17,18,20–22] and in order to 
explore new SMA families, Cu-Al-Be becomes a very attractive 
family because at macroscopic scale, it exhibits a longer func-
tional (superelastic) fatigue life than the Cu-Al-Ni family.[23]

Shape-memory alloys (SMAs) are the most stretchable metallic materials 
thanks to their superelastic behavior associated with the stress-induced mar-
tensitic transformation. This property makes SMAs of potential interest for 
flexible and wearable electronic technologies, provided that their properties 
will be retained at small scale. Nanocompression experiments on Cu-Al-Be 
SMA single crystals demonstrate that micro- and nanopillars, between 
2 µm and 260 nm in diameter, exhibit a reproducible superelastic behavior 
fully recoverable up to 8% strain, even at the nanoscale. Additionally, these 
micro-/nanopillars exhibit a size effect on the critical stress for superelas-
ticity, which dramatically increases for pillars smaller than ≈1 µm in diameter, 
scaling with a power law of exponent n = −2. The observed size effect agrees 
with a theoretical model of homogeneous nucleation of martensite at small 
scale and the universality of this scaling power law for Cu-based SMAs is 
proposed. These results open new directions for using SMAs as stretchable 
conductors and actuating devices in flexible and wearable technologies.
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1. Introduction

Flexible electronic and wearable technologies have emerged 
at the beginning of the XXI century and in the present decade 
an extremely high effort is being devoted to develop highly 
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The primary purpose of the present work is approaching the 
first study of the superelastic behavior in Cu-Al-Be SMA micro- 
and nanopillars, in order to investigate whether this family 
of SMAs exhibits a reproducible and completely reversible 
recovery of the superelastic strain, associated with the stress-
induced martensitic transformation, at small scale. Additionally, 
the results presented throughout the paper demonstrate that 
small features of this SMA family exhibit a size effect on the 
critical stress for superelasticity and then we analyze the scaling 
power law that rules such phenomenon, which becomes a uni-
versal law for Cu-based SMAs. The observed behavior evidences 
an improvement of the superelastic performances of SMAs at 
small scale, which will promote their use in stretchable devices.

2. Results and Discussion

To reach the proposed goal, a Cu-12Al-0.47Be (wt%) SMA was elab-
orated with a concentration chosen to exhibit the orthorhombic 
martensitic transformation below 273 K,[24] and consequently 

exhibiting superelastic behavior at room temperature (see Section 
4). Oriented [001] single crystals were grown from this alloy, in 
order to avoid any influence of the microstructure during further 
nanocompression tests. Polished slides cut from the single crystal 
were used to produce a series of micro- and nanopillars, between 
2 µm and 260 nm, by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Finally, the 
micro-/nanopillars were studied by nanocompression tests using 
an instrumented nanoindenter. All the experimental details and 
the procedures are carefully described in Section 4.

2.1. Superelasticity at the Nanoscale

A series of more than 20 pillars were milled and in all of them, 
the superelastic behavior at nanoscale was tested. In Figure 1a–c, 
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, of three pillars 
with different diameters φ, are shown at different magnifications 
as examples of large (1520 nm), medium (780 nm), and small 
(295 nm) sizes. The height of the pillars, h, also varies because 
along the whole series an aspect ratio h/φ between three and five 
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy images, at different magnifications, of [001] oriented micro and nanopillars of the Cu-Al-Be SMA with different 
diameters φ: a) 1520 nm, b) 780 nm, c) 295 nm. d–f) Load–displacement curves, measured by nanocompression tests, illustrating the superelastic 
behavior of the pillars on the left, respectively. The first cycle (blue dots) and the second cycle (red dots) are shown in all cases. g–i) Stress–strain cycles 
obtained from the previous load–displacement curves, respectively.
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was maintained, as recommended for microcompression tests.[25] 
The equipment for nano compression tests is also able to use the 
diamond indenter tip as a scanning probe microscope in contact 
mode allowing a careful positioning of the indenter apex over the 
pillar. Then, multiple-cycle compression tests were carried out, 
along which the pillars experience essentially uniform compres-
sive strain. The nanocompression tests were conducted under 
load control, to avoid any experimental artifact from feedback 
actions. In Figure 1d–f the first (blue) and second (red) super-
elastic cycles, performed on each one of the shown pillars, are 
plotted at the right of the corresponding images. When reaching a 
critical load, the stress-induced martensitic transformation occurs 
and a displacement of some hundred nanometers takes place 
under load, along a plateau progressing practically at constant 
force because it happens very fast in comparison with the loading 
rate, and later this displacement is completely recovered during 
unloading. Indeed, a fully closed superelastic cycle is observed, 
except for a residual depth of about 2–3 nm, observed after the 
recovery of the first cycle, see Figure 1f, which could be associated 
with the flattening of the top surface pillar’s roughness beneath 
the indenter, because the second cycle becomes fully closed even 
at this scale. The critical load to induce the martensitic transfor-
mation undergoes a decrease during the first few cycles due to a 
training effect already reported in other SMAs.[20,21,26]

From the load–displacement curves, and using the meas-
ured height and diameter of each pillar, the stress–strain curves 
shown in Figure 1g–i are easily obtained. After the elastic strain 
of the austenite β phase, the critical stress is reached and the 
pillar transforms to martensite practically at constant stress 
along a fast plateau of about 5% strain. What is worthy of remark 
is that the critical stress increases when the size of the pillars 
decreases, and this evolution becomes dramatic below 800 nm 
in diameter. To illustrate such a strong evolution, in Figure 2a–c, 

three small pillars of diameter 520, 400, and 345 nm are shown 
at the same magnification SEM images, and in Figure 2d–f, their 
stress–strain curves for the first and second cycles are plotted at 
the same axes scale for comparison. In all cases, the superelastic 
cycles are very reproducible and fully closed, with a complete 
recovery of the stress-induced martensite.

2.2. Size Effect and Universal Scaling Power Law

These nanocompression tests show a dramatic increase of the 
critical stress when decreasing the diameter of the pillar, as can 
be seen in Figure 3a (red dots), where the critical stress meas-
ured during the first cycle, for the complete series of micro-/
nanopillars, is plotted versus the diameter of the pillar. The crit-
ical stress becomes practically constant above 1000 nm pillar 
diameter, σco = 170 ± 5 MPa, whereas for smaller pillars there 
is a dramatic increase of the critical stress for superelasticity, 
reaching a value of 680 MPa when the diameter of the pillar 
decreases down to 260 nm. Most of the pillars were tested above 
100 cycles and some training is responsible for the decrease of 
the critical stress, taking place mainly during the first 20 cycles, 
after which the superelastic behavior remains stable (see Figure 
S1a, Supporting Information). The critical stress for the 100th 
cycle is also plotted versus the pillar diameter, in Figure 3a 
(blue dots), for comparison with the first cycle. In spite of 
the influence of the initial training, a clear size effect on the 
critical stress can be noticed even after cycling. Although the 
equipment is not well adapted for fatigue testing, the long-term 
cycling was tested in a couple of pillars, performing more than 
1000 superelastic cycles. Such pillars are indicated in Figure 3a 
with a green circle surrounding their first cycle, and the critical 
stresses of the corresponding 1000th cycle are plotted as green 
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy images of three [001] nanopillars of the Cu-Al-Be SMA with different diameters φ, at the same magnification 
for comparison: a) 520 nm, b) 400 nm, c) 345 nm. d–f) Stress–strain curves measured for the above nanopillars, plotted at the same scale to illustrate 
the dependence of the superelastic behavior on the size of the pillars. The fit of the elastic strain slope to the Young′s modulus is indicated in (f).
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dots. The evolution of the critical stress along the thousand 
cycles for the small pillar of 390 nm in diameter is presented 
in Figure S1b, Supporting Information. The comparison of the 
thousandth cycle with the hundredth one shows that a similar 
size effect will still stand for long-term cycling.

The nucleation and growth of the martensite during the 
stress-induced martensitic transformation at small scale can be 
associated with a homogeneous shearing of the atomic lattice 
of the austenite phase,[27] or with a heterogeneous nucleation 
on dislocations,[28] and we may consider in the first approach 
that the observed size effect could be similar to the size effect 
reported in confined plasticity.[29] Then, to analyze the size effect 
observed in Figure 3a, a scaling law similar to the one proposed 
for the strength of metals at small scale can be considered[30]

A dn
c coσ σ= + ⋅  (1)

In our case, σc is the critical stress for superelasticity, 
instead of the yield stress in confined plasticity, σco is the size-
independent critical stress, which can be considered as the 
asymptotic value of the stress when no size effect is present, 
σco = 170 MPa (Figure 3a), d is the pillar diameter, A and n are 
empirical constants, n being the exponent of the scaling power 
law. As the experiments are conducted on [001] axial compres-
sion, a further refinement of Equation (1) must consider the 
resolved shear stress on the direction and plane of the atomic 
lattice shearing responsible for the stress-induced marten-
sitic transformation; in situ transmission electron microscopy 
showed that at small scale this is given by the Schmid factor 
mb of the {110} basal plane of martensite.[31] Using the critical 
resolved stress, τcRSS = σc · mb, Equation (1) becomes

A dn
cRSS coRSSτ τ= + ′ ⋅  (2)

According to Equation (2), a plot of log(τc − τco)RSS versus 
log(d) allows obtaining the scaling power law exponent n as 
the slope of the fitted straight line. This plot is presented in 
Figure 3b and a value of n = −2.0 ± 0.1 is fitted, with a good cor-
relation, for both sets of experimental results, the critical stress 
measured during the first cycle (red dots) and the one meas-
ured after 100 cycles (blue dots). This is an outstanding result 
because, from a recent review on size effects,[32] the exponent 
n of the scaling law for confined plasticity is ranging between 
−0.3 and −0.8 for non-predeformed samples, being still unclear 
the physical meaning of this exponent. In what concerns the 
stress-induced martensitic transformation, a size-independent 
shape memory behavior was reported for Ti-Ni,[33] and no trend 
was revealed for superelasticity in a previous review.[32] Only in 
a recent work on Cu-Al-Ni SMAs,[27] an exponent of n = −2.0 
was reported for the size effect on superelasticity. Although 
both families of SMAs, Cu-Al-Ni and Cu-Al-Be, have the struc-
ture of the Heusler alloys, Cu-Al-Ni has a L21 atomic order,[34] 
whereas Cu-Al-Be has a D03 atomic order,[24,35] and this fact 
could have a noticeable influence on the yield stress for plas-
ticity as well as on the superelastic behavior. Indeed, in Cu-Al-
Ni, the α′ martensite, which is stress-induced in tensile experi-
ments, is able to offer a reversible superelastic strain of 24%, 
but the required stress is very high, ≈500 MPa, becoming close 
to the fracture strength of martensite,[36] and preventing the 
reliable use of such transformation in practical applications. On 
the contrary, in Cu-Al-Be such transformation occurs at much 
lower stresses, ≈250 MPa,[37] and consequently is susceptible 
of being used to notably increase the stretching capabilities of 
SMAs in flexible technologies. This is an interesting advantage 
of Cu-Al-Be over other SMAs, which motivates the choice of 
this alloy family; although in this first work at nanoscale, pillars 
were tested in compression for technical reasons, see Section 4. 
However, in spite of such particularities of Cu-Al-Be SMAs, the 
exponent n = −2 found from the fitting of Figure 3b suggests to 
consider a similar behavior of the scaling power law associated 
with the size effect on superelasticity. As discussed in previous 
works,[18,27] the paucity of dislocations and potential nucleation 
points in small pillars allows to consider a scenario in which 
a homogeneous nucleation of the stress-induced martensite 
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Figure 3. a) Dependence of the critical stress for superelasticity on the 
pillar diameter, for the complete series of micro- and nanopillars. The plot 
includes the critical stress measured for the first cycle (red dots), for the 
hundredth cycle (blue dots) and for those pillars with thousand cycles 
(green dots). Error bars of ±8% on the critical stress are included. The 
asymptotic critical stresses σco are also drawn in both cases. b) Double 
logarithmic plot of the resolved critical stress on the {110} planes of aus-
tenite (basal planes for martensite) versus the pillar diameter, for the 
results obtained during the first cycle (red dots) and the hundredth cycle 
(blue dots). The fitting to the straight line corresponding to Equation (2), 
(magenta and cyan respectively), shows that in both cases the slope of 
the scaling power law is n = −2 ± 0.1.
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can occur by the atomic lattice shearing of the austenite on the 
<011> directions over the {011} basal planes, through a critical 
atomic displacement UM, when some atoms of the elastically 
stretched cubic austenite phase reach the atomic positions cor-
responding to the basal plane of the martensite lattice. Then 
a shuffling relaxation of the stretched bonds of the austenite 
lattice occurs, giving place to the nucleation of the martensite 
lattice. This process takes place very fast when reaching the crit-
ical crystallographic displacement UM, and produces an abrupt 
jump on the stress–strain curves due to the stress-induced mar-
tensitic transformation, which is observed in all superelastic 
cycles, and particularly in small pillars like those of Figure 2.

The scaling law with an exponent n = −2 can be explained 
through a simple elastic model.[27] When an axial external stress 
σ is applied in compression on the [001] direction of a pillar, 
σzz = −σ, a compressive strain εzz = −σ/E occurs, together with 
a lateral expansion associated with the radial strain εrr = νσ/E 
and to the circumferential strain εθθ = νσ/E, according to the 
rules of elasticity, which in cylindrical coordinates are remem-
bered in the Supporting Information (E is the Young′s modulus 
on the [001] direction and ν the Poisson ratio). The important 
point is that the circumferential strain εθθ exhibits an explicit 
dependence on 1/r, which is the responsible for the exponent 
n = −2 of the scaling law. Then, the dependence of the crit-
ical stress σc on the pillar radius rp, so the scaling law, will be 
offered by the derivative, ∂σc/∂rp, which is calculated in Equa-
tion (S6), Supporting Information. Finally, with the considera-
tions described in the Supporting Information, the functional 
dependence of the critical stress for superelasticity on the pillar 
diameter dp is given by

E U

m
d d

d

2 2
( )

1
c co

M

b
o p

p
2σ σ

ν
= +

⋅ ⋅
⋅

⋅ − ⋅  (3)

Where do is the limit diameter above which there is 
no size effect. To verify whether this elastic and atomistic 
model works in the case of the Cu-Al-Be, we must consider 
values for our alloy: E = 21.5 GPa and ν = 0.472 are calcu-
lated from the measured elastic constants,[38] mb = 0.5 and 
UM = 1/6(a/√2) = 0.0685 nm are calculated from the lattice 
parameter of the austenite a = 0.5814 nm.[35] In Figure 4, the 
experimental points corresponding to the critical stress meas-
ured during the first cycle (red dots) are plotted together with 
the data of the fitting to Equation (2), obtained from Figure 3b 
(blue curve), and in the same plot the fitting of the experi-
mental points to the theoretical Equation (3), using the values 
for Cu-Al-Be, is also shown (green curve).

The fit to both equations is exceptionally good with an impres-
sive coincidence between these functions, the empirical and the 
theoretical ones. The fit to Equation (3), letting free the unknown 
value of the limit diameter do, offers a value of do = 2400 nm, 
which is a quite reasonable value. For pillars with a diam-
eter d ≥ do the local plastic deformation and heterogeneous 
nucleation will prevail, preventing the homogeneous nuclea-
tion mechanism. On the contrary, for pillars with diameters 
d < do, the size effect will be present and becomes dramatic for 
d < do/4 ≈ 600 nm when the quadratic term firmly stands. Then, 
the homogeneous nucleation of martensite will be the dominant 
mechanism as suggested by the very abrupt superelastic strain 

occurring when reaching the critical stress, which is clearly 
observed for small diameters, see Figures 1 and 2.

The found and described scaling law will hold for Cu-Al-Be, 
as well as for Cu-Al-Ni, provided that plastic deformation is pre-
vented and this is favored at small scale in these SMAs because 
their critical stress for superelasticity is much lower than the 
yield point of the austenite phase. On the contrary, in Ti-Ni 
SMAs, the critical stress required to induce the transformation 
is rather high, whereas the yield point for plasticity in non-aged 
samples is very low, see the review by Otsuka and Ren.[39] In 
aged samples, the Ti3Ni4 precipitates produce a strong strain-
hardening during the stress-induced transformation, which 
impedes the recovery, giving place to a non-recoverable plastic 
strain, even in single crystals at small scale.[19,33]

The above discussion also allows to understand why the 
scaling law exponent for superelasticity n = −2 is very different 
from the one found for confined plasticity in body-centered 
cubic (bcc) metals, between −0.3 and −0.8.[32] Although the aus-
tenite in Cu-based Heusler alloys is bcc, the mechanism behind 
the size effect in both cases is completely different, in super-
elasticity is due to a lattice shearing associated with a structural 
phase transformation, whereas in confined plasticity is ruled by 
density, nucleation, and motion of dislocations.[32]

The same methodology presented in Figure 4 was also used 
to analyze the data shown in Figure 3 for the hundredth cycle, 
and is presented in Figure S2, Supporting Information. The 
influence of cycling is not only a decrease of the critical stress 
for superelasticity, as shown in Figure 3a, but also a decrease 
of the limit diameter do = 1600 nm, when the same parame-
ters for Cu-Al-Be are used to fit the experimental results to the 
homogeneous nucleation model given by Equation (3). Both 
effects can be rationalized in a scenario where the training 
by cycling generates some defects, stacking faults, or surface 
defects, requiring a smaller critical lattice shearing to promote 
the nucleation of martensite and consequently the nucleation 
and further growth of martensite occur at slightly lower critical 
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Figure 4. Experimental results of the critical stress for superelasticity 
versus the pillar diameter measured during the first cycle (red dots), 
together with the plot of the scaling power law fitted by Equation (2) in 
Figure 3b (blue curve), as well as with the fitting of the experimental 
results to Equation (3), corresponding to the model for homogeneous 
nucleation of martensite, using the values for Cu-Al-Be indicated in the 
text (green curve).
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stress for cycled pillars. In any case, the scaling power law with 
exponent n = −2 still holds, emerging as a universal law for the 
Cu-based SMAs.

3. Conclusions

In summary, the presented experimental results demonstrate 
that Cu-Al-Be SMAs exhibit a reproducible and fully recover-
able superelastic effect, above 8% strain, at micro-/nanoscale 
down to 260 nm in diameter. Then, the requirement of func-
tionality for sections below 1 µm2 is largely fulfilled, paving the 
way for using these alloys in flexible and wearable electronics. 
In addition, the observed behavior evidences that there is an 
important size effect on the critical stress for superelasticity and 
a scaling power law with exponent n = −2 has been found for 
such size effect. The model of homogeneous nucleation of the 
stress-induced martensite by the atomic lattice shearing of the 
austenite fits very well the obtained results and offers a physical 
understanding of such exponent. From the above results, we 
can conclude that the scaling power law, with n = −2, is verified 
for both Cu-Al-Ni and Cu-Al-Be SMAs and we can finally pro-
pose that it could be considered as a universal scaling law for 
the size effect on superelasticity in Cu-based SMAs. The final 
consequence of the observed size effect is that Cu-based SMAs 
improve their superelastic behavior at small scale, offering 
exceptional performances for the use as conductors in flexible 
electronic and wearable technologies.

4. Experimental Section
Samples and Pillar Machining: Single crystals of Cu-Al-Be SMAs were 

grown by the Bridgman method with an [001] oriented seed. Then, the 
samples were annealed at 1023 K in Ar during 1800 s and quenched 
in boiling water at 373 K to freeze the metastable austenitic phase at 
room temperature and to avoid further evolution of the transformation 
temperatures.[40] The chemical composition Cu-12Al-0.47Be (wt%) was 
chosen in order to conduct the superelastic tests at room temperature,[24] 
and indeed the transformation temperatures measured by differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) were Ms = 247 K, Mf = 194 K, As = 233 K, 
Af = 263 K (martensite start and finish, and austenite start and finish, 
respectively). Samples ≈ 3 mm thick were cut from the single crystal and 
mechanically grinded and polished. Micro- and nanometer-scale pillars 
were milled by FIB, in a FEI Helios 650 Nanolab at the General Services 
SGIKER of the University of the Basque Country. The standard milling 
conditions were 30 kV and a series of decreasing current steps down to 
24 pA with finishing steps at 15 and 7.7 pA, to minimize potential Ga 
damage and contamination.[18,27] All [001] oriented pillars were milled in 
the center of a crater, more than 50 µm apart from each other, according 
to the procedure previously described for similar SMAs.[17,41] SEM 
images were acquired with the same equipment.

Nanocompression Tests: Nanocompression experiments were 
performed using a Hysitron Triboindenter TI-950, equipped with a 
2 µm radius sphero-conical diamond tip. The procedure followed was 
described in detail in previous works.[17,41] Working in scanning probe 
microscopy mode, the images of the pillars at a fixed contact load of 
2 µN allowed a careful positioning of the tip apex on top of each pillar. A 
load function of multiple-cycle was used for the nanocompression tests 
(typically five cycles) and to avoid any experimental artifact from the 
electronic feedback, a constant loading–unloading rate was used, with 
values ranging from 150 µN s−1 for pillar diameters above 1 µm, down to 
10 µN s−1 for the smallest pillar diameter of 260 nm. The Triboindenter 

works in an air-conditioned room and the temperature was measured 
during the tests with a sensor incorporated at the bridge of the TI-950; 
298 ± 1 K was maintained along all the tests. Thermal drift was analyzed 
and automatically corrected by the TriboScan software. The procedure to 
convert the raw load–displacement data into stress–strain curves was 
previously described.[27] The cross section is determined by measuring 
the pillar diameter below the top circle in the 45° tilted view at the SEM, 
in order to avoid any wrong estimation coming from the rounding and 
tapering effects of FIB milling. The effective height of the pillars was 
obtained by a linear fit of the elastic part of the stress–strain plot, to the 
real value of the E [001] elastic Young′s modulus in macroscopic single 
crystals of Cu-Al-Be with the same orientation and similar composition, 
E [001] = 21.5 GPa, determined from the elastic constants.[38] This 
procedure offers an error bar of 10 nm in the pillar diameter and 8% in 
the critical stress for superelasticity, which are considered in Figures 3 
and 4.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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